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A picture is an eternal memory. But what if you could capture 
more than just an image? Only one man (I know of)

 can explain this…

JP PARALY
The Money, The Mission, The Vision

James Archibald Paraly, better known as JP, is the ambitious creator 
and founder of ʻParaly Techʼ: a business that has dipped its fingers in 

all things technically visionary. What started as a man with money 
and an ego has now become a collection of iconic products and the 

introduction to the platinum age of photography.
We speak to the millionaire genius about his past, present and future 

(and ou(and ours?)

By Stefan Carver



Stefan – The critics say youʼre ahead of the 
game. How does it feel being labeled as ʻThe 
Wizard of Visionʼ overnight?

JP – Itʼs an honor I must say. But weʼre talking
years and years of relentless hard work.

Stefan – So your success has nothing 
tto do with your inheritance?

JP – Money is just a comfort. It doesnʼt 
help fuel ideas or designs. Although it does
help fuel my car.

Stefan – (laughs) Well your new partner isnʼt 
short of money either. How has Lawrence Wraptor 
helped take your ideas further?

JPJP –Lawrence and I feel like weʼve known each other
in a different time. We just clicked instantly; he 
understands what I see and I understand what he 
can do.  Our powers together have ignited 
something beyond my belief.

Pictured:
JP Paraly, ʻThe
Wizard of Visionʼ



Stefan – As we can all see in your new product. Tell me more about the Arcane
Wisp. It looks amazing!

JP – (laughs) I agree. The Wisp is the first in the Arcane series. Digital cameras 
canʼt compete with phones these days so we needed to make something equally 
as good as a phone but with the quality of a top class camera. But trust me; this 
is only the beginning.

SStefan – I want to ask so much more about the Arcane series but I know you 
wonʼt be telling me any secrets. So for my last question Iʼm going to ask you 
about your theory of ʻThe 6th Dimension of Photography”.

JP – And you wonʼt be the last! When you look at a photograph it brings back 
memories. Once upon a time the thought of a 3D image was beyond belief. I 
want to take that point in history to the next level.
 My concept of 6D photography is being able to look at a picture and relive that 
memomemory. Imagine physically stepping into a moment in time; going back to that 
moment and reliving the emotions that you felt at that time once more. 
 Lets not get ahead of ourselves: itʼs a theory. But wasnʼt everything?

£449.99
AVAILABLE NOW





BIG NEWS
We are proud to announce
that we have officially joined up
with The Friends Of The Wisdom
Hospice for a new project. 
 Working with the Friendsʼ 
mascot Olly, we have 
designed a ndesigned a new child friendly
image for the character and a 
story to go with him.
 OLLYʼS ADVENTURES focuses on the little
owl and his journeys, representing the different
fund raising events that the Friendʼs supporters
take part in. Find his merchandise at www.fowh.org.uk/shop/

Money Raised so Far:

£2872.18



HAYLEY SWINYARD

You never know what you’ll

stumble across in the hunt

for different arts. We were

lucky enough however to

have Hayley send us a piece

she was proud of and that

really intrigued us so we hadreally intrigued us so we had

to share.

 Hayley is a ‘Fine Art’

student and designed an 

installation consisting of 2 light boards. The boards are based 

on the statistic that 1 in 4 people at any given time suffer from

mental health issues. The yellow lights on the boards represnt

natural light where as the purple lights represent UV, as UVB

rays have been proven to alleviate symptoms of anxiety and

                                 depression. 

                                     Fitted with an inflatable seat and a                                     Fitted with an inflatable seat and a

                                       video being played of a giant stress ball

                                        being dropped

                                         in slow motion,

                                         the room was

                                         made to calm

                                         and comfort 

                                        someone going                                        someone going

                                       through a 

                                       rough patch,

                                        whether they

                                         suffered from

                                           mental

                                                 health 

                                                    issues                                                    issues

                                                     or

                                                     not.

ARTIST
of the ISSUE



Hayley also has some awesome artwork on FaceBook.

Find her stuff at: HLS ARTIST & DESIGNER

Hayley’s interest comes from

a background of having family

suffer from anxiety and 

depression not to mention

suffering from anxiety herself.

 We’d like to especially thank her

for opening up to us and sharingfor opening up to us and sharing

this amazing piece of art.

Choice of Weapon if stuck in

Argos in a Zombie Apocalypse:

A hedge trimmer with an axe

attached to the other end. 

That way when the hedge

trimmer runs out of battery

I’m still able to kill them withI’m still able to kill them with

the axe... That or helium and

lighters!

“I feel like although it’s

becoming less of a stigma/

taboo to talk about or have

mental health problems, the

world we live in is becoming

more and more of a stressful

place with anxiety inducingplace with anxiety inducing

pace.

Rather than turning to pills or

medication, prehaps taking a

more simple approach could

be more effective.”



Please Note: The Stock may 
currently be sold out.
By may, the stock is definitely sold out.



NEW TO INSTAGRAM! Follow us:

basshat.creative

Thanks to
SAM OʼLEARY
for coming up
with the name,
ʻThirsty Kenʼ for
the face of 
WUWURT?
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